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Introduction

This document presents an initial overall design specification of the GameUp
ecosystem based on the analysis of requirements in D2.1 and state of the art. This is
the introductory design, and details will follow during the development process.
Detailed design will be included in version 2 of this document.

1.1

About GameUp

Mobility problems are very common for elderly people, and low self-efficacy
(people’s belief in their own competence) leads to reduced mobility, reduced
quality of life and limitations in everyday activities and social participation.
The main goal of GameUp is to promote mobility by encouraging elderly persons to
be more physically active and motivate them to move more.
The project will develop an ecosystem of exercise games (exergames) that shall
motivate elderly to exercise more and correctly which again will increase their selfefficacy. Game-based technologies, social play, personalisation and persuasive
technologies will be used to motivate the elderly to perform exercises that are
beneficial to them. Experiences from elderly playing commercial exergames (like Wii
and Kinect) will be used together with the combined knowledge in the project
about needs and limitations for our target group. The exergames shall be playable
from home, and shall have social elements that motivate the elderly to play and
exercise together. Existing input technologies (remotes, cameras etc.) will be used –
and adapted if needed. Users in all three countries will be involved in all stages of
the project. In the beginning they will participate in focus groups where they will try
out existing technologies, and discuss what they like about the games, what is
difficult, what they would like in future games, etc. and generally contribute to the
user requirements. Later they will be invited to test preliminary results regularly to
direct the course of the project. All participation is voluntary.
Products and services will include social exergames that are good for the balance,
and the exergames will be adaptable for physical limitations that are normal
amongst elderly such as deteriorating sight and hearing, problems with grip,
shaking, etc. The games will also be adapted to the elderly’s needs of taking the
time they need. The main impacts of the project are new fun tools for elderly to
maintain mobility to stay at home longer, and a new type of useful products for
elderly.
In order to make dissemination effective, a strategy of dissemination has been
prepared describing dissemination goals, target groups, dissemination channels and
an individual approach for particular partners.
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Methods applied in design

In the design phase we have taken several approaches to capture user
requirements and functional requirements to make sure that the products we are
making meet the objectives of the project.
1. The aim of the products: We defined the user group in more detail and
then identified what is required for this group to stay mobile. Based on
this we have defined suitable exercises, also taking risk factors into mind
(basically risk of falling)
2. Ecosystem: Based on state-of-the-art of exegame HW and sensors, we
made an overall choice for the project both regarding exergames and
HW.
3. User involvement: A group of seniors have been playing commercial
exergames regularly
4. Elderly and technology: We have used knowledge about how this
heterogeneous group reacts to technology through literature studies
5. Possible game: Exergames must be fun and motivating while at the same
time have the correct exercises. A brain storming session was held to
create possible games. The games will be defined later in the project
based on some of these ideas.
6. Related projects and papers have been studied to possibly reuse
knowledge in these projects.

1.2.1

The user group

The user group was defined in D2.1 to be persons 65 years or older who fits into
one or more of the following:
Previous history of falls, or in risk of falling
Recent illness or surgery
Impaired strength or balance
People who fulfil the inclusion criteria above fit into the GameUp target group,
unless they meet one or more of the following exclusion criteria:
Cognitive impairment, defined as a Mini Mental [8] score <25.
Other disease, illness or limiting condition that would make inclusion and
beneficial use of the GameUp ecosystem difficult, e.g. complete
blindness or deafness or severe disabilities.
It is the instructor who puts a user into a user group based on the Berg Balance
Score [9] (frail, transition, active, very active) when registering the user into the
GameUp ecosystem.
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Input device and user involvement

The conclusion from D2.1 is that Microsoft Windows Kinect will be used as the input
device. A study performed in the AAL Project Join-In [6] concluded that although it
is not perfect, the Microsoft Kinect is the most suitable device for exergames for
elderly. This is also the best tool to capture the movements properly and thus
ensuring that exercises are performed correctly.
A group of 14 seniors have been playing commercial Kinect exergames every second
week for three months. We have been observing them and talking to them,
capturing challenges with the use of this technology. Some are:
If the movements are small, which is often the case for the very old;
Kinect recognises this as noise and not movements in the game. Some
games then stop.
Feedback is often given in corners of the screen which is out of scope of
the attention of the elderly gamers, they do not notice it. Also the
players have problems noticing when they move out of scope.
If players have the same colour as the background they are invisible for
Kinect.
Challenges aside, the seniors enjoy playing as soon as they get to know each other
and don’t feel embarrassed. They normally play together two at a time, and the rest
are eager audience, commenting on what the players do not notice, trying to help
when they do not understand what to do – or simply cheer.

1.2.3

Possible exergame

A brain storming session was held for possible exergames and exergame stories,
based on the most important exercises for our target group. The result was that
games must be both fun and give the correct exercises. They must contain several
levels depending on the abilities of the elderly, and they have to be safe to play
alone at home. For instance those at risk of falling should be able to play sitting
down.
Suitable exercises have been defined for balance, leg strength and flexibility, see
D2.1, and these will be used in the design and development of the exergames.

1.3

Related Projects

There are several related projects since physical activity for the aging population of
Europe is a theme that is receiving great attention due to its importance both for
the target group and our societies. We have looked at some that have elements
that GameUp can benefit from.
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Join-In is an AAL call 2 project. In this project the main aim is that the users can join
fun activities online, including exergames. One of the partners overlap in the two
projects, and GameUp can thus benefit from some of the Join-In results. Also the
project presented a paper about motion sensor devices at the AAL forum in
Eindhoven 2012.
The iStoppFalls project (ICT-2011.5.4 ICT for Ageing and Wellbeing) will develop an
embedded AAL system that can predict and prevent falls by monitoring mobilityrelated activities and other risk factors of falls in real-life. “Beyond continuous fall
risk monitoring, this enables tailoring individualized exercise programs coached by
iStoppFalls. On the other hand, our Xbox/Kinect based fall preventive exercise
game (Exergame) will facilitate real preventive exercise training (3 times a week),
where data is acquired by unobtrusive sensing by Xbox/Kinect together with
biomechanical modelling and optional heart rate data.”
The AAL call 2 project FoSIBLE1 has “Improve mental and physical well-being” as
one of their many goals. This includes “playing brain training, quiz or puzzle games
as well as physical exercises based on different tracking and acceleration sensor
technologies”.
The AAL call 2 project Silvergame is developing a platform for serious gaming to
foster the social inclusion of elderly. They aim at making a prototype that will
include three different modules on one central platform: a silver song club where
people can sing together, a multimedia driving simulator for cognitive training and a
dance and fitness application.
Fit-TV in the Netherlands is using a Wii remote around a foot and films shown on a
TV screen to let people” cycle” through a landscape. They can use a stationary bike
or a set of pedals placed in front of the chair of the user.
The AAL call 4 project DOSSy2 is targeting outdoor activities by developing an app
for mobile devices. “The app includes a hiking guide, high quality route information
and basic safety system, which constantly checks the surrounding conditions
(weather, daylight) for critical situations”.
The AAL call 4 project I WALK ACTIVE is making a robust walking aid (walking frame
with big wheels) for outdoor use “with an efficient, powerful e-drive and combines
it with the possibilities of state of the art ICT technology acting as a mobile device
dock connected to valuable navigation and assistance services in the cloud”.

1 http://fosible.eu/
2 http://dossy.iwi.unisg.ch/
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The AAL call 4 project MOB MOTIVATOR says that “The aim in project
MobilityMotivator is to design and develop a comprehensive and engaging
environment for promoting mobility and cognitive skills amongst elderly people
(primary users), in a both indoor and outdoor multiplayer gaming environment,
which enables collaboration in an all-age social network.”
Currently we are only aware of one exergame particularly made with the elderly
population in mind: Dancetown Fitness System3. On their homepage they state that
“it is a slow motion version of “Dance Dance Revolution”. The players are supposed
to follow a footwork displayed on a computer screen. The game system comes with
a frame to prevent the players from falling. It is possible to level up into a steady
paced dancing for those mastering the “oldies” level. It can be played alone, in a
group with a director or as a competition against others. The system is no longer for
sale.

Figure 1: The dancetown Fitness System from their homepage

1.4

GameUp Arcitecture Overview

The GameUp ecosystem is divided into devices and interfaces to be used by the
elderly users, online components, and finally components and interfaces to be used
by professionals, e.g. physiotherapists, to access the professional portal, as can be
seen in Figure 2. Each part is further described in the subsequent sections in this
document.

3 http://www.popcitymedia.com/innovationnews/dancetown1212.aspx
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Figure 2: Overview of where the components are located with the elderly users,
online and with the professional users. The administrative client is not shown as
this is a part that is not visible to anyone, aside from the company maintaining the
system.

1.4.1

Game clients

The game clients constitute the interaction interface for the elderly user.
The game client for indoor activities consists of a Television (or computer screen)
with speakers, to which a small computer with GameUp software, an Internet
connection and a Microsoft Kinect is connected.
The user client for outdoor use will be a pedometer.

1.4.2

Online components

The online components in the GameUp ecosystem include servers with data
storage, system-to-system interfaces, in/out-bound communication routes, the
interface for the professional portal, the game repository, and the motivational
engine.

1.4.3

Proffesional clients

The professional client is the main interface for the professional users from which
they access, evaluate and alter data. The professional portal will be integrated as a
web-interface that is hosted by online components in Figure 2.
Professional users would therefore only need a computer with Internet connection
and a web-browser to access the portal.
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Administrative clients

Similar to the professional client, this client exists as a Web-interface that is
accessed via a Web-browser. Administrative personnel (system administrators and
similar) can access this portal in order to upgrade and maintain the system and
perform housekeeping. This type of personnel is thus not the paying customers, but
an official from the company developing and selling the product.
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Basic Requirements for Eldergamers

Most existing exergames are made for children or young adults, and they have
many features that do not suit the elderly. We have studied state-of-the art on
research on health games for elderly, but we have also looked at requirements for
good games. Exergames for elderly should follow basic requirements for games,
adapted for the abilities of the users. This is discussed in D2.1. In this document we
focus on the elements that have technical consequences.

2.1
2.1.1

State of the Art
The aging process

According to literature these are properties that are often found in the elderly
population [7, 10, 26, and 27].
Cognitive impairments:
Not motivated for physical activities
Slower information processing and learning
Decrement in episodic memory
Variance in working memory performance
Reduced attention span
Decline in motor skills:
Mobility problems in their upper and lower extremities
Decrements in fine motor skills
Changes in posture
Changes in balance
Motor learning of new skills is also negatively affected by age
Physical impairments include decrements in sensory processes which
affect the interaction with the environment
Problems from chronic conditions
Loss of sensor motoric skills
Visual impairments
Impairments in auditory perception

2.1.2

Outcome of playing exergames

Evidence continues to accumulate that participation in active exergames can
elevate energy expenditure to at least moderate levels in younger and older
audiences [1, 13] and can help meet recommendations for daily and weekly physical
activity [14, 15]. Physical activity does not only benefit the physical health. Older
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adults who participated in sessions of cybercycling achieved better cognitive
function than traditional exercisers, for the same effort [18].
Exergames has the provision to maintain one’s own independence at home, while
undertaking rehabilitation and training is key to retain independent living for as long
as possible [1].

2.1.3

Elderly preferences for exergames

The “elderly” is a heterogeneous group consisting of both a wide age group (65 –
95+) and a broad range of experience and knowledge. They do have one thing in
common, however; they did not grow up with computer technology. Many have not
even touched a computer, while others have been using computers in their
previous work, and many also have one at home that they use for different
purposes.
In the design and development process is it important to work closely with the
elderly in order to learn their technical capabilities, attitudes and preferences [2].
In a previous work [10] Norut studied game designs for health purposes including
exergames. In this work we also looked at designs for different age groups. Most
games we found were made for children or young. Children prefer rich design with
lots of information and alternative actions [11]. The preference of the elderly is
quite the contrary; little information at the time [7], not too many choices and
plenty of time to get an overview.
Ijsselsteijn et al. [12] say that “digital games hold a significant promise for
enhancing the lives of seniors”, but this requires that the games are tailored for this
target group.
Recent lab studies have indicated that simply placing exergames and consoles (Wiirelated exergames) in the homes of 84 adolescents did not have an effect on daily
physical activity [16]. We think that this also is the case for elderly, so we need
motivational elements to encourage the use.
Competition in exergames is important as it has shown to improve caloric
expenditure and positive physiological impacts of exergame use [17]. Elderly often
do not like competition, so we should find mechanisms to compete against oneself
and also to compete with (not against) others, towards a common goal. Recent
research on how to improve exergames for varying audiences suggests social play
while allowing for individual ability [10, 21, and 22].
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Gerling et al. [23, 43] suggest creating games that are gesture based and allow for
mobility differences in audiences, while encouraging more natural movements that
will help individuals regain or maintain abilities. For example, some older audiences
have experienced loss of function on one side of their body, so allowing flexibility in
game controls, to account for people using one hand versus two hands, is
important.
Because many older adults have no prior experience playing games, games should
closely map real world activities [23, 43]. Some players also prefer games with
movements or activities that build on familiar activities such as bowling and tennis
[24] – and slalom for a Nordic audience (own experience).
To make exergames more usable for elderly, they should have adjustable navigation
speeds [19, 20]. Many elderly players have in trials suggested an improvement by
adding a pause option so game play can be paused during an interruption and will
not have to be started from the beginning [4, 5].
Applying unrealistic graphics, used through avatars and Webcams, can add
playfulness and fun to a health issue that is long and arduous [5].
Finally, simple startup, menu navigation and shutdown will help encourage more
individual play and decrease frustration among players.

2.1.4

Exergames in fall therapy

In recent years the use of exergames in the health domain to support rehabilitation
after a fall has increased.
The review done by Martson and Smith in 2012 [1, 3, 19, 20] found 10 health
projects where the risk of falling was reduced in field trials by the use of low-cost
commercially available tools, such as Nintendo Wii, and 2 trials where no effect
could be shown. The same review did however not find any projects that had
developed their own high-end, dedicated SW/equipment to improve balance or risk
of falling.
The new dance mat device is a valid and reliable tool for assessing stepping ability
and fall risk in older community-dwelling people [25]. Because it is highly portable,
it can be used in clinic settings and the homes of older people as both an
assessment and training device.
The above mentioned review [1] also looked at the state of the art seen from the
therapist’s perspective. The findings here is that using commercial games has
shown several negative aspects, such as loss of time, lot of clicks to achieve a task,
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and the value of progress data was not useful. The patients perceived it as
innovative and valuable.

2.1.5

Motivational elements

Intrinsic motivation refers to motivation that is driven by an interest or enjoyment
in the activity itself, and exists within the individual rather than relying on any
external motivational elements. We believe our elderly users will have much
intrinsic motivation as they really want to reduce their risk of falling.
Extrinsic motivation comes from outside of the individual. Common extrinsic
motivations are rewards like money and grades, and threat of punishment.
Competition is in general extrinsic because it encourages the performer to win and
beat others, not simply to enjoy the intrinsic rewards of the activity. A crowd
cheering the individual and trophies are also extrinsic incentives.
Game-based extrinsic motivation such as, feedback, social play, personalisation and
persuasive technologies will be used in GameUp to motivate the elderly. The
extrinsic techniques are used to persuade the user to reach the intrinsic goal about
improving their risk of falling.
For games to be motivational they must be acceptable by the target group.
Persuasive technology can be defined as a set of technologies that attempts to
change attitudes and behaviour of people through persuasion and social influence,
but without making use of coercion and deception [28]. Those changes should be
voluntarily accepted by the elderly user group. Persuasive technology has a great
potential to motivate and encourage old-aged people to change their sedentary
lifestyle and become more physically active. Good exergames can be viewed as
persuasive technology that motivates the players to exercise.
Flow4 is a state of total engagement in an activity, used in the game domain [23, 36,
37]. One of the basic properties of a good game is the ability to reach a state called
“flow”. We do not think – or even want – that our elderly players shall enter a state
of flow in the exergames. The periods played are too short, and the way they are
played too strenuous. But still we would like to look closer at some of these
principles, since we should make the exergames attractive to the players while at
the same time ensuring that they get good and correct exercising. Gameflow is
identified by Sweetser et al by the following characteristics [38]:

4

Wikipedia about flow: Flow is the mental state of operation in which a person performing an
activity is fully immersed in a feeling of energized focus, full involvement, and enjoyment in the
process of the activity. In essence, flow is characterized by complete absorption in what one does.
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1. Concentration - the player should be able to concentrate on a high
degree of concentration on a limited field of attention.
2. Clear goals - games should provide the player with clear goals at
appropriate times.
3. Challenge - that are neither too easy nor too difficult, - balance between
perceived skills and perceived challenge.
4. Player skills - games must support player skill development and mastery.
5. Control - players should feel a sense of control over their actions in the
game.
6. Feedback – players must receive unambiguous feedback (successes and
failures in the activity, so that behaviour can be adjusted as needed).
7. Immersion - players should experience deep but effortless involvement
in the game.
8. Social interaction - games should support and create opportunities for
social interaction.
These points should be taken into consideration when developing our user
requirements. We will comment on some of the points:
If we look at point one, required concentration, this means that the
players should either concentrate on the game or the exercising.
Stretching out at maximum level, for instance requires so much
attention, that the player will not be able to concentrate on the gameplay. Walking on the other hand is done automatically, and the players
can delve into the game.
When it comes to point three, challenges, we both have to consider how
hard the exercises are and how difficult the game-play is. The game must
not be so difficult that the players give up, because then they stop
exercising.
Point six refers to feedback. We can add that the feedback should also
be positive or at least encouraging, since the target group is very
sensitive to feeling embarrassed if they fail.
At last for point eight, social play, for the elderly user is it important to
keep it simple. The elderly must play cooperatively with someone they
already know, e.g. their peers or grandchildren (support network).
Some strategies that can be used to motivate the elderly users are:
Display information to encourage to be more active – this could for
instance be information showing how well they are doing
Record and display the users past behaviour
Use positive reinforcement to improve behaviours
Make an attractive and friendly user interface
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Provide information at opportune moments (so as not to disturb
gameplay, for instance)
Use social influence of peers and spouse/support networks
There is, as described in previous sections, some research on seniors and exergames
giving an indication on what kind of games this target group likes and can benefit
from using.
The motivational engine takes care of giving feedback, social interaction and
personalisation in an integrated manner, and is discussed further in section 4.1.

2.1.6

Future of exergame technology

Martson and Smith [1] conclude that the future direction is exciting for exergames
for use within rehabilitation. However, further work is needed to assess the validity
of technology and exercise programs.
We hope that our GameUp ecosystem will bring new knowledge about how to offer
alternative methods for the delivery of innovative and exciting rehabilitation and
training services to train people at risk of falling.

2.2

Game requirements

Based on the state-of-the-art, the objectives of the project and our knowledge
about the target group we have defined some basic requirements for our GameUp
exergames for the elderly. They are not exclusive. We have also prioritized the
requirements and excluded some due to limited resources.

2.2.1

Included game requirements

The GameUp goal:
Get elderly to exercise more and exercise correctly, by using an
ecosystem of motivational exergames that provides feedback and offers
social play and personalisation.
Correct physical exercises are more important than a fun game.
It is the instructor that places a user in a user group (frail, transition,
active, very active) when registering the user.
A “very active” user may not find the game so demanding, and will not
have many difficulty levels to advance too.
The games must from the physical/motoric perspective satisfy the following:
to make the users exercise more and correctly
prevent risk of fall
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be perceived as beneficial for one’s health
be playable while sitting down (may not apply to higher
difficulties/games for “very active” elderly in low risk of falling)
be safe to play
have four different motoric levels and one cognitive level
The games must from end user point of view satisfy the following:
be fun to play
be easy to use
o simple start-up
o simple menu navigation
o simple shutdown
o have one centre of attention
o slow speed
follow design for all principles
o possible to play with limited fine motor skills
o adjustable speed
o both visible and aural feedback
provide social play
enable competition (at least with oneself); This is not decided yet
give continuous player support
o feedback - positive reinforcement
o feedback on actions
o prompts – tell what to do next
o learning gestures and movements
o tutorials
have different levels of difficulty/intensity/speed
provide diverse games
have a pause option so game play can be paused during an interruption
include familiar activities
include familiar graphics
All the end user requirements above ensure that the exergame will be motivational.
The games must from the therapist’s perspective satisfy the following:
not take away much time from the primary objective—therapy
enable tracking of each individual elderly user’s progress easily, with a
limited number of clicks
tracking shall provide meaningful results
The games must from the technical perspective satisfy the following:
be gesture based – taking into account the abilities of each user
small gestures or pauses shall not make the game stop
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input shall not be shown in corners / outside the focus of the players
if a player is invisible or out of scope, a meaningful feedback must be given
asynchronous5
Allow for multiple users to play together from different locations (at home
etc.)

2.2.2

Excluded game requirements

Due to limited resources some requirements are not included in this version of
GameUp. They are still listed here since they should be included in a future version.
The games must from end user point of view satisfy the following:
include familiar music
The games must from the perspective of elderly’s spouse, relatives and informal
support networks satisfy the following:
tracking of the elderly user’s progress to motivate, engage, and provide
positive reinforcement. It must be further investigated if the elderly
wants this, and if the project has resources to do this
opportunity for peer and intergenerational play

5

Asynchronous is chosen as it requires less network and programming resources, but yet the user
experience is almost the same. Asynchronous multiplayer refers to gameplay, where one players
actions affect other player(s), but they are not present in the same game session/game space and do
not necessarily play at the same time.
There will be no real time interaction or real time seeing/meeting with other players in the game
world. All interaction/feedback is based on asynchronous mechanisms.
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Technology possibilities for GameUp

This chapter contains an analysis of general requirements and state-of-the and an
investigation into the different technology possibilities. The result is our basic
recommendation for the technologies used in this project.

3.1

Game client technologies

The technologies in the game client will consist of hardware, the software running,
and devices for controlling the games. The various technologies available will have
different capabilities, which need to be taken into account when designing the
GameUp ecosystem.

3.1.1

Outdoor activity tracking technologies

The different outdoor activity technologies are discussed in D2.1 and the conclusion
from this document is that GameUp is best suited with: High end devices from Fitbit
or an in-house developed Android application.
The fall-back solution will be to use low end pedometers without a data transfer
interface and have users manually input the recorded data through the Kinect
interface.

3.1.1.1

High end devices from Fitbit

Fitbit produces high end pedometers for registering activity data, such as the
number of steps taken, floors climbed and distance walked during a day. In D.2.1,
these devices were considered attractive for the GameUp project, and several Fitbit
Ultra and Fitbit Zip were tested at USE subsequently. The devices were considered
non-intrusive; due to their small size and that they can be worn in many places. The
cheaper Zip were however prone to fall out of its holster during walking and was
therefore excluded in further tests. The Fitbit Ultra offers a very long battery life,
lasting several days/weeks without charge, even with daily use. It synchronizes data
wirelessly automatically when in range of a base station and when placed in the
base station to charge.
On the downside, the Fitbit Ultra was shown to decrease in accurate for people with
poor or abnormal gait (e.g. dragging their feet) or for people who use walking
frames, which was also observed with Smartphone based pedometer application.
An official and free API grants applications access to read and write functions for
users’ Fitbit profiles. Collecting the data from the Fitbit server can be done by
having a background service that automatically retrieves authentication tokens of
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Fitbit profiles registered in the system and a service for collecting activity data using
these tokens and the read methods available. For this to work, each Fitbit profile
has to approve the application, using OAuth authentication, or allow others to
subscribe to its data. This setup of Fitbit profiles and access can however be setup in
advance, so that the elderly users do not need to worry about anything aside from
remembering to wear and charge the device occasionally.

3.1.1.2

In-house developed Android application

In D.2.1, the use of open source pedometer software for Android based
Smartphones was considered a potentially viable option for the GameUp project
that should be investigated further. The source code was released under the GNU
General Public License, version 3, and was maintained and updated until December
2010.
The advantages of using a Smartphone based approach include:
Open source: Options for full customization allows for a tailor made
solution that fits the needs of GameUp.
Elderly users that already have a Smartphone don’t need to acquire
additional sensors, as opposed with the FitBit.
Data can be synced wirelessly and automatically via the Smartphones
mobile Internet connect and via Wi-Fi.
Smartphone prices similar to a Fitbit Ultra/The One.
Tests performed, using the open source project however displayed several
problems.
Accuracy decreased significantly when used with normal Smartphones
that were similar in price to Fitbit devices, compared with more
expensive high end Smartphones, such as the Samsung Galaxy SIII.
With high end devices, this software, and similar professional software
did not show better results/accuracy than the Fitbit devices.
A known limitation in the software makes the pedometer inactive,
whenever the Smartphone display is not on. Enabling a “display always
on” makes the pedometer active again, but drains the battery rapidly.
The Smartphones are required to be worn at the hip/in a pants pocket to
work, whereas the Fitbit is more versatile. The Smartphones are also
more intrusive due to size and shape, than the Fitbit devices.
While the Smartphone itself has options of wireless communication to
synchronize data, it presupposes that the user either has a paid mobile
Internet subscription or is within range of a known Wi-Fi network.
A device-to-server API for synchronizing activity data has to be custom
made, whereas the Fitbit offers wireless data transfer out of the box and
an open API to communicate with their activity data storage servers.
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In spite of the positive aspects of using a Smartphone based approach, the available
software is not accurate enough, the battery is drained too fast and the solution is
more expensive and intrusive for the user, than the pedometers from Fitbit.

3.1.1.3

Conclusion

The experiences with Fitbit and Android based applications suggest that the most
favourable solution would be to use Fitbit devices, such as the Ultra, or the new
“The One”, replacing the Ultra. The cheaper Fitbit Zip was however not favourable,
due to poor wearing options and increased risk of losing the device.
These devices offer a less intrusive and more mobile solution. They are highly
automated, have longer battery life than Smartphones and require little to no effort
to use. They also synchronize data automatically and wirelessly. Users of Fitbit
devices are only required to remember to wear the device and to charge it
occasionally. The downside of Fitbit devices is the requirement to have a base
station installed6 and connected to the game client with Internet connection.

3.1.2

Indoor activity tracking and game controller technologies

The various indoor activity tracking and game controllers are discussed in D2.1 and
the conclusion from this document is that GameUp is best suited with Microsoft
Windows Kinect. An early decision on this was needed in order to keep the project
schedule and start making the initial test game parts.
A Game Controller Interface will need to be developed in order to allow
communication between the game controller and the games. This communication
must be bi-directional to allow for feedback from the game. The Game Controller
Drivers is device specific. Since the controller’s protocol is proprietary Microsoft an
important requirement is the availability of a developer SDK (Software
Development Kit) for the game controller. The Microsoft Windows Kinect usage
recommendations and SDK is therefore described in some detail.

3.1.2.1

Kinect SDK

Kinect for Windows consists of the Kinect for Windows sensor, the Kinect for
Windows software development kit (SDK), and the commercial licensing necessary
for application deployment.

6 Included when buying a Fitbit device.
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The Kinect for Windows SDK provides the tools and APIs, both native and managed,
needed to develop Kinect-enabled applications for Microsoft Windows. The Kinect
for Windows SDK supports applications built with C++, C#, or Visual Basic using
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 or 2012.
Developing Kinect-enabled applications is essentially the same as developing other
Windows applications, except that the Kinect SDK provides support for the features
of the Kinect, including colour images, depth images, audio input, and skeletal data.
Some examples of the types of Windows applications you can build using the
functionality supported in the SDK:
Recognize and track moving people using skeletal tracking.
Determine the distance between an object and the sensor camera using
depth data.
Capture audio using noise and echo cancellation or find the location of
the audio source.
Enable voice-activated applications by programming a grammar for use
with a speech recognition engine.

3.1.2.2

Kinect – user interfaces and best practices

From the Kinect for Windows Human Interface Guidelines v1.5.0 we have extracted
the following recommendations.
The best user experiences are context aware:
The interface should adapt as the distance between the user and the
Kinect changes.
The interface should respond to the number and engagement of users.
Each input method is best at something and worst at something:
Users will choose the input which results in the least overall effort for a
given scenario.
Users tend to stick to a single input when not given a reason to change.
Avoid Handed Gestures - Handed gestures are ones that can only be
done with a specific hand.
Confident users are happy users:
It is important to keep interactions simple and easy to learn and master.
Avoid misinterpreting user intent. To increase confidence, use input
combinations such as voice and gesture together.
Give constant feedback so users always know what is happening and
what to expect.
The strongest designs come after user testing:
Kinect enables a lot of new interactions, but also new challenges.
It is especially hard to guess what will work and what will not ahead of
time.
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Sometimes minor adjustments can make a huge difference.
User test often and early, and plan time into your schedule for multiple
adjustments to your design.
What Kinect can see:
Kinect can track skeletons in default standing mode with all 20 joints.
Kinect can also track seated mode skeletons with only the top 10 joints

Figure 3: Kinect distance ranges and skeleton tracking of standing and sitting.
People and Crowds:
If the space you are designing for will have many people moving around
the sensor, make sure you use the right tracking mode and design your
space so that other people won’t walk between the active user and the
Kinect.
Static, Continuous, and Dynamic Gestures:
Static gestures, also called poses or postures, are ones for which the user
holds a certain still position until it is recognized. Be wary of choosing
symbolic static gestures such as “thumbs up” which may carry different
meanings across cultures.
Dynamic gestures give feedback to the user either during or after they
do a defined movement.
Continuous gestures track users as they move in front of the Kinect.
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Figure 4: Kinect skeleton tracking of static, continuous and dynamic gestures.
Visibility Feedback:
Since gesture is only effective and reliable when the user is in the correct visibility
range, it is important to give them feedback to help them answer the following
questions:
Is Kinect sensor on and ready?
What or how much does Kinect see?
Am I engaged and in control? Can I wave now?
Whereas the Kinects field of view?
How many people can it see?
How do I know it is seeing me and not someone else?
What or how much does Kinect see?
How much of the user can it see? Is the users head in view?
When and where can I gesture?

3.1.3

Game client HW

There is a broad range of candidate hardware available on which exergames can be
deployed in the game client. The following sections discuss these, their
characteristics, capabilities, and suitability – including the possibilities of combining
multiple HW in the game client.
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TV set-top-boxes

A set-top box (STB) is a device that connects to a TV screen and the Internet, turning
the signal into content, which is then displayed on the television screen or another
display device. Usually there is a dedicated
remote control for the STB. STBs with a DVB
(digital video broadcasting) tuner and Internet
access are called hybrid boxes. Push services are
mainly provided from the broadcaster and
interactive services through the Internet.
There are a large number of commercial STBs
available on the marked, varying in performance, functionality, and price - from the
simplest unit to the more advanced ones with PC-like flexibility and processing
power.
The appeal of using an STB as game client is the low cost per unit and the ease of
maintaining the client-side due to its server centric approach. Its weaknesses are
that it is less flexible with user side interaction and support for user input controls
as well as the lack of CPU power and browser functionality.
The exergames may require more functionality and power than available with
current commercial STBs. The lacking flexibility and the relatively high cost, makes it
an unsuitable candidate for GameUp.

3.1.3.2

PCs

Standard PCs, as desktop units, small cabinet PCs, small frame computers7 or
laptops, are available in all sizes, shapes and price ranges. However, a standard PC is
a multi-purpose tool meant for varying tasks, such as web
browsing, word processing, Internet banking, travel
booking, email/chat, social media etc.
Their flexibility and low cost makes them a suitable
candidate for GameUp.
One affordable example is the Asus K53E-BBR9 15.6"
Laptop (Intel Core i5-2410m Processor, 4 GB RAM, 500 GB Hard Drive), and
Cyberlab will test how well it works attached to a TV or big screen.

3.1.3.3

Ultra small mini computers attached to TVs

7 For example the

Fujitsu ESPRIMO or the HP Compaq Elite 8300
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The popularity of media PCs have created a marked for small, silent and powerful
mini computers, also known as barebones, that are suitable for homes. A
minicomputer attached to a TV in the game client gives
flexibility on the client-side for configuring and running
advanced applications and provides much more local
power with a set-top-box. The cost of this approach is
however higher than using a standard set-top-box.
Many mini computers are popular to use with TVs as
media centres, since they have chipsets and video cards
specialized in video/media playback. These are however
weak when it comes to video game graphic computations
which is required in GameUp. The exergames may require more functionality and
power than available current commercial mini computers can provide. The low
flexibility and the high cost make this an unsuitable candidate for GameUp.

3.1.3.4

Touch screen PCs

Touch-screen PCs are usually all-in-one devices integrating the processing unit in
the screen itself. It is fully possible to dedicate the
usage of such a PC for special purpose applications and
having the user control the functionality using only the
touch-screen or another dedicated controller. The
touch-screen PCs are supported by Linux and Windows,
and have multiple input/output possibilities making it
feasible to connect to other devices.
For GameUp the usage would not be to attach it to a TV, as wires from the
computer to the television can be a hazard to the player and there will also be
technical challenges in developing a game that runs on two monitors. The touch
screen is also probably too small to see the game on when the elderly player is at
Kinect distance.
One affordable example is the ASUS ET2210INTS-B015C W7HP all-in-one PC, which
may be a suitable candidate for GameUp, Norut will therefore test out if this works
on our user group.

3.1.3.5

Mobile and tablet devices

Mobile multi-touch smartphones, and lately tablet devices, have experienced a
tremendous increase in popularity the last couple of years. One major difference
between the old generations of smartphones and the new ones are that the latter
are (to various degrees) open programmable devices that are part of online systems
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like Apple App Store and Google Android Marked. There are a
huge number of downloadable applications of all kinds available
for these devices making the devices useful for many purposes.
Since smartphones and tablet devices normally are open
programmable devices with wireless capabilities they are
candidates for usage in combination with other game clients in GameUp. They can
for example function as dedicated remote controls. However, some devices such as
the Apple iPhone and iPad have many restrictions for development and are
therefore not suitable. For example, iPhones and iPads provide very limited access
to the Bluetooth interface making it harder to integrate them.

3.1.3.6

Video gaming consoles

The video consoles currently on the marked - Nintendo Wii, Microsoft Xbox 360,
and Sony PlayStation 3. The Nintendo Wii and PlayStation 3 do not support Kinect
and is therefore not candidates for GameUp.
The Xbox360 is not an open system that can easily be
interfaced to GameUp. The development of
applications/games for these devices is a complex and
closed and a potentially very expensive process8 that can
easily take months or years. Video consoles are
therefore not candidates for GameUp.

3.1.3.7

Small form factor computers

There are also a variety of very small form factor computers, one being the plug
computer type. They are lower cost, consume little power, often do not have a
video card, and are suitable for running a media server,
back-up services, file sharing, and not at least for
supporting remote access. Possible candidate HW is the
SheevaPlug, a Linux powered plug computer with
networking and USB connectivity, including a
development kit to assist in the development of
software for the computer.
Their performance is limited, but in combinations with other game client hardware,
they could support input from controllers in GameUp that are not supported by the
chosen choice.

8

Costs associated with developer licenses, developer kits, getting the software approved, rated and
published for the platforms.
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Smart Internet TVs

Many new TVs are sold with built-in access to Internet. However, for 2011 it is
expected that only 20% of those will have full browser functionality while 80% are
limited to HbbTV features.
Smart TVs include some features that were
traditionally limited to PCs such as web browsing,
video conferencing and access to custom made
applications.
The market of Smart Internet TVs is emerging9 and
therefore there is not a common set of characteristics across the different
platforms. Most TV makers have different versions of the web browsers based on
different technologies. That variability of capabilities and market fragmentation
complicates the development of solutions for those TVs. In addition, these TVs are
normally the most expensive ones and less likely to be owned in the near future by
senior users, and therefore not a candidate for GameUp.

3.1.4

Exergame technologies

In this section we discuss different gaming technologies that can be used when
creating exergames for GameUp.
The games shall be played over the Internet. We also assume that our chosen
gaming technology at least must support a web browser interface, and that support
for other interfaces is an advantage.
The exergaming technologies have to cooperate with GameUp online components,
store gaming information between play rounds, and share and coordinate game
states and game information with others playing the same game.
The candidate game technologies are discussed in the following sections.
A software system created for the development of real-time game graphics is called
a game engine. The main functionality is a rendering engine for 2D or 3D graphics
and automatic collision detection. They also often offer sound, scripting, animation,
artificial intelligence, multiplayer, streaming, memory management and threading.
A new trend is game engines being built upon higher-level languages such as Java
and C#/.NET (e.g. TorqueX, and Visual3D.NET) or Python (Panda3D).

9 http://www.digitaltvresearch.com/ugc/press/22.pdf
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The game client connects to the game server. It is the server application that
provides the connection and sends packets of information back to the game client.
Many clients can be connected to the game server at the same time. Most
advanced game clients are a hybrid of client–server and peer-to-peer architectures.
Network (upstream) bandwidth and delay is one of the major limitations when
hosting game servers since the server application collects data from players and
distributes them to other players.

3.1.4.1

HTML5 games

HTML5 and WebGL10 allow games to run without any plug-in. This technology
allows developers to remove possible problems for users, such as downloading the
required plug-in. However, not all users currently have browsers or devices that
support HTML 5 based technologies, so consideration must be given to the
possibility of plug-in based options that may be available.
HTML5 games are based on the new HTML5 specification, which has new features
for making games, such as Canvas, Video, and Audio elements. HTML5 combined
with the web technologies of the Open Web Platform, gives plug-in-free gaming.
Examples of HTML5 game engines are RocketEngine, Aves, Isogenic Engine,
Gameclosure, LimeJS, Akihabara and The Render Engine. Zynga, the developer
behind Facebook’s Farmville game has recently acquired a HTML5 engine called
Aves, which may accelerate the support and adoption of HTML5 technology in web
browsers.
The advantage of HTML5 is that there is no need for additional browser plug-ins, if
the browser supports the full HTML5 specification. The disadvantage is that it is still
not a mature technology.

3.1.4.2

C# games

Windows is the dominating Operating System on client computers. The best
programming language to work with the .NET Framework and its APIs is C#. Java is
not an alternative for this. C++ is an older language without automatic memory
management. C# is similar to C++ but has automatic memory management and you
do not have to work with pointers, which makes you more productive.

3.1.5

User identification technologies

For identification of the user the following methods can be used:

10 Web-based Graphics Library

- does the 3D graphics and is a context of the canvas
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QR-codes can be read using the Kinect, but to use QR codes is difficult
because the user must be close to the camera.
RFID chips can be read, using hardware and software that Ibernex has
available. The RFID reader can be connected via the USB port on a PC. The
specific reader that Ibernex has experience with does not require any
drivers to be installed, but is treated as a port that can be listened to
programmatically with a C# interface.
Benefits of this solution is that it is simple
to use and understand, and does not
require to input any text via Kinect. By
placing the RFID chip on/near the reader,
the GameUp system can log in to the
system, with the profile linked to the RFID
chip. An estimated cost would be 93 € per
unit for the readers. The proposal is to use
standard RFID cards 125 KHz (read only model) which have a very low
price (1 € per unit)
Voice recognition. It is far beyond the resources in GameUp to develop a
robust system for voice recognition. There are several potential pitfalls,
e.g. several languages, the voice of the elderly identifying themselves, etc.
Playing with wrong identity does not have the risk that sensitive data is given away,
it is merely important for the payment issues of such a system.
For future purposes, an approach using QR-codes or RFID chips is recommended.
QR-codes could be printed on one side of a plastic sheet, with a picture and name of
the user on the user side.
RFID chips are small passive devices that can be embedded into virtually anything,
e.g. clothes and plastic cards. A solution, similar to the above mentioned for WRcodes, could be to have RFID embedded plastic cards, with the elderly users name
and photo on. This would make it easier to distinguish between cards and ensure
that you have the right card.
This is not an essential part of the GameUp ecosystem so we will not focus on
getting a good solution here; this is something that can easily be added in a
commercial version later on. For testing purposes and during the piloting, a login
screen using portrait pictures on screen will be used.

3.2

Online components technologies

This category encompasses examples of technologies for storing and maintaining
information about users, exergames, and social and gaming relationships on-line.
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These technologies need to provide a common set of tools and services that allows
the integration of the different exergames and services implemented in GameUp.
The approach of having a common technology where multiple applications and
exergames are integrated is widely used in the social web. Existing online platforms
such as Facebook provide a set of tools and services via its API to third party
applications and games. This is also the approach followed by Open Social where
different applications are developed for a standardized API and can be run in
different container servers. The following section describes candidate online
technologies.

3.2.1

Elgg

Elgg is a popular open source engine to create social
networks. It provides features that are traditionally
required by most social networks: users, friends, events,
groups, forums, sharing files, etc. In addition, it provides
support for most web technologies such as RSS, OpenID,
tagging, search, REST, multi-language, etc. It also incorporates the Open Social API
that facilitates the creation of third party social applications. Extra modules can also
be developed.
Since Elgg is based on standard web technologies (e.g. PHP) it can run in nearly all
web-browser and it can incorporate games that are developed using web
technologies. However, effort must be placed on adaptation of the user interface to
the different devices and some of the functionally might not be useful, depending
on the controllers (e.g. a keyboard will be required for text input).
The flexibility of this engine plus the amount of available features makes it one of
the best candidates to host the exergames and the professional portal.

3.2.2

Indivo health

Indivo is an open source Personal Health Records solution that allows the storage of
private health information. It is designed to integrate web applications and also to
share records among different users. The main advantage of Indivo versus other
technologies is its enhanced security, since it is designed to store very sensitive
information.
However, this technology is specialized for the health domain and is thus not the
best solution for GameUp.
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Drupal

Drupal is one of the most complete open
source web content management systems. It
incorporates multiple modules to add social
network features and third party
applications/games.
Drupal is also based on PHP technologies and can be displayed in nearly all web
browsers. Since it is one of the most popular open source content management
systems there is a wide range of add-ons and plug-ins improving the functionality of
the system. For example, there are extra modules that make the websites
developed with Drupal adapted to different devices, including social networking
tools, multi-language, etc.
Similarly to Elgg, Drupal is one of the best alternatives for online technologies.

3.2.4

Liferay portal

Liferay Portal is an open source (LGPL) software based on Java consisting of the
Liferay Portal kernel application, the Liferay Content Management System (CMS)
and the Liferay Collaboration for Web collaboration and social networks. Lifeary
Collaboration allows assigning tasks, creating meetings, and share knowledge using
built-in calendaring, task management, wikis, blogs, and more.
Liferay is designed to support business processes and is based on service oriented
architecture (SOA). Therefore Liferay is open for the integration of external
applications. The Liferay Portal Enterprise Edition is a commercial variant with long
term support.
This technology is specialized for CMS and Web collaboration and is thus not the
best solution for GameUp.

3.2.5

Wordpress

WordPress is a free and open source blogging11 tool and a content management12
system (CMS) based on PHP13 and MySQL14. It has many features including a plug-in
architecture and a template system. WordPress is currently the most popular
blogging system in use on the Web.
11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open_source
12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content_management_system
13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHP
14 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MySQL
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This is a blog creation tool, and we do not think it would be an adequate tool for
GameUp project.

3.2.6

Other tecnologies

There are many different technologies that can be used to develop web applications
and services, but as web technologies are continuously evolving it is not possible to
provide a complete overview.
Among many others, Java EE is a popular solution for advanced web systems. Java
Platform Enterprise Edition is a commercial solution for creating next-generation
web applications15. Java EE allows the creation of complex applications and it is
based on a well-known Java programming language, which is well supported by
many devices. Another candidate technology can be Django that allows the creation
of rich web solutions using the programming language Python.
The main challenge of using either Django or Java EE as the starting point for
developing the GameUp system is the need to start from scratch - compared with
developing on richer open source systems such as Drupal or Elgg.

3.2.7

Motivational engine technologies

Two different solutions could be used for social interaction:
Existing social engines: Elgg, Drupal, WordPress
In-house solution: Design and implement social interaction server side and
store in SQL tables
Existing social engines use complex predefined database schema that are autogenerated. The engines handle mapping between the different tables that hold
information about social interaction. This information is however not easily
accessible via Web-service, since the intended interfaces are web browsers. It
would therefore be required to develop a web service that can access this complex
schema and interpret data accordingly.
For simple interaction, it would be easier to make an in-house solution, in which the
designers and developers can define database tables and web-services, instead of
having to adapt to a closed 3rd party system. An in-house solution would also allow
a design that is tailored for the target audience.

15 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javaee/documentation/index.html
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For the motivational engine and the personalisation engine there will be no existing
engines available, so in order to make a coherent and common solution for all the
three engines we will use an in-house approach.

3.3
3.3.1

Professional clients technology
Existing healthcare portals

Professionals’ healthcare portals are specifically designed for each manufacturer
adapted to each use case, so we have not found any standard model to be used.

Figure 5: Example of existing healthcare portal.
We must develop a specific application for the GameUp project, based on our
previous experience for social telecare portals (service centre software), where we
can implement all the features required for the project model.

3.3.2

Conclusion

The professional portal will be integrated as a web-interface that is hosted by online
components, specifically developed for GameUp.
Professional users would therefore only need a computer with Internet connection
and a web-browser to access the portal.

3.4

Technology chosen for GameUp

For testing purposes and during the initial tests and piloting the following
technologies will be used.
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Game client technology
Outdoor activity tracking technology

Devices from Fitbit will be used in GameUp, for tracking outdoor activity. Specific
devices include the Fitbit Ultra and the Fitbit the One.

3.4.1.2

Indoor activity tracking & game controller technology

For indoor activities the activity tracking Microsoft Windows Kinect will be used.
The Kinect will hence be used as the game controller for all the exergames.

3.4.1.3

User identification technology

A login screen using portrait pictures on screen will be used.

3.4.1.4

Game client HW and SW

The game client will be an ordinary PC with GameUp software to which a
Television/computer screen and a Windows Kinect is connected.
The requirements for the PC, found after some search on the net combined with
Cyberlab own experience is:
USB interface, Internet interface (Ethernet and/or Wi-Fi)
run a Microsoft Windows operating system:
o Windows 7, Windows 8
Hardware Requirements
o 32 bit (x86) or 64 bit (x64) processor
o Dual-core 2.66-GHz or faster processor
o Dedicated USB 2.0 bus
o 2 GB RAM
o Hard disk
Graphics card:
o Supporting DirectX 9.0c or later
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Depending on the final choice of technology and methodology user log in and the
equipment for the "pedometer" interface, other requirements would add to this
list.
The game application(s) will be made in C#, and use Microsoft Windows Kinect SDK.

3.4.1.5

Client Conclusion

As described in the chapters above several of the mentioned technologies can be
suitable hardware for the game client. The exergames and their requirements,
together with user preferences, cost and maintenance issues will define which
hardware to use.
At this stage it seems that an ordinary PC is the most flexible and less expensive
solution. Since the solution we have chosen with Microsoft Windows Kinect SDK,
requires that the chosen computer has Microsoft Windows installed many of the
above listed alternatives will not be suitable or be more expensive than using an
ordinary PC.
In summary, there are many possible development technologies for exergame
development, but since Windows Kinect is chosen, this also gives the path for the
chosen SW.
The game application(s) will be made in C#, and use Microsoft Windows Kinect SDK

3.4.2

Online components technology

All parts and all aspects of the online components including the motivational engine
will be in-house developed in this project.
The interface for the exergames will be web-services.
Communication between different clients is handled via web-services, different
categories of web-services are defined, that is responsible for different categories of
data, e.g. authentication handles authentication of game clients and users.
Web-services will be implemented using WFC and WSDL.
The data storage will be a Microsoft SQL Express database installation.
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Professional and administrative portal

A customized version of an E-health portal by consortium partner Ibernex will be
used.
The interface for the professional portal could be based on web-portal technologies
or an existing healthcare portal, e.g. a customized version of an E-health portal by
consortium partner Ibernex. This cannot be determined at the current point in the
project, but will be investigated as part of WP3.
The professional portal and the administrative portal will be integrated as a webinterface that is hosted by online components.
Professional users will therefore only need a computer with Internet connection
and a web-browser to access the portal.
The interfaces for the professional and administrative portal will be implemented in
.NET ASP.
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Overall architecture of GameUp

The GameUp ecosystem is divided into game clients, online components and
professional clients. See Figure 2 in section 1.4.
In this chapter the GameUp architecture is described, the architecture is in line with
the results from the Zaragoza and Trondheim meetings, resulting in the following
GameUp architecture design given in figure 6.

Figure 6: GameUp architecture with overview of components and communication
routes in the System.

4.1

Online components in detail

The online components in the GameUp system include servers with data storage,
system-to-system interfaces, in/out-bound communication routes, hosts for the
interface for the professional portal, the game repository, and the motivational
engine.
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In

Figure 6, communication between different clients is handled via different
categories of web-services, e.g. authentication handles authentication of game
clients and users.
The game client part of online components:
Allows authorized user clients to send and retrieve data.
The data storage will store user profiles, training programs, goals and a datalog of training sessions for each user.
The professional client part of online components:
host the interface for the professional portal
This professional portal interface provides interfaces that allow data
input/overview from initial user screenings16 and follow-up, as well as
configuring training programs and goals for individual users.

4.1.1

Motivational engine

The motivational engine takes care of feedback, social interaction and
personalisation in an integrated manner.

16 Berg Balance Scale

[9] and Mini Mental [8]
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At the WP3 introduction meeting, the Tromsø meeting, it was agreed that
motivational elements (such as social interaction) should be simple and easy to
digest due to the target group; and that the system will be gesture based. We want
to avoid a complex “Elderly Facebook”.
It is very important to define this central part as early as possible in the detailed
design.
The motivational engine will gather user information, game/application scores and
social interactions, evaluate the data, compare with their goals, and provide
motivational tips that it sent as personalized feedback messages to the game client.
The professional user will get options to follow the progress of the users, be
informed about whether a user experiences difficulties/lack of difficulties or not
with the games or their training regime or has low adherence/effort.
Both the professional portal interface and the game client SW will get messages
from the motivational engine that they have to act upon (and they will send
information back to the motivational engine).
The motivational elements for the elderly user, while playing the exergames will be:
Feedback:
o Feedback - positive reinforcement
o Feedback on actions
o Prompts – tell what to do next
o The user can view personal messages (or smileys) sent from
professional user
o The user can see own game score and progress
o The user can get positive personalized feedback:
 when reaching personal goals
 when experiencing difficulties/lack of difficulties
 when adherence/effort is low
o When reaching group goals and to see group progress
Social play:
o The user can send a smiley etc. to another user or group of users
o The user can send own play scores to another user or group of users,
if this is found motivational in initial tests
o The user can send cheer/support icons to another user (use social
influence)
o Common group goal in walking game.
personalisation:
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view personalized exercise program level17
view personalized level of difficulty/intensity/speed18
view personalized feedback level19.
view personalized look and feel, text size, avatar type etc.
settings cannot be inserted/updated from the game client

The motivational elements for the elderly user, while sitting next to the professional
that uses professional portal will be:
Social play:
o Add/remove user in a social group
o Add/edit/remove a social goal
personalisation:
o Add/edit/remove a personal goal
o set some personal parameters
 exercise program level
 preferred level of difficulty/intensity/speed13
 preferred level of feedback
 preferred level of social interaction20

4.1.2

External data capture service

This service is a continuous executing21 service, an activity that extracts data from
external devices/services and inputs them into the database. This could include
extracting activity data from the Fitbit servers22, or similar and inserting them into
the database. Having this hosted on the Data Server and executing continuously
allows updating activity data, even when the users are not using the system.

4.1.3

Security

The GameUp project presents a system in which sensitive data concerning
participants is stored. These data include personal data (game data) and medical
data (Berg Balance [9] and potentially also the Mini Mental State Examinations [8]

17

Set by the professional user. All exergames have four static levels of motoric difficulty, and one
exergame may also have also cognitive difficulty. (as defined in D2.1)
18 Set by the professional user. (But it may also be set by the motivational engine, or by the
exergame itself. This is the same as the sub-levels that we have suggested in section Feil! Fant ikke
referansekilden.. And this must be investigated further in detailed design.)
19 How much feedback and what kind of feedback this user wants to get. For example if the user
prefer audio feedback or not.
20 For example “do/don’t want to send/receive feedback from other users”
21 Using a fixed update rate.
22 Using the official Fitbit provided API/service library for this
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tests). Data should therefore be stored securely and only allow relevant people to
have access.
To store personal and medical data securely, while still allow data access to relevant
system actors, the proposed system should aim to uphold the laws of data safety of
each of the countries where the system will be utilized. This will ensure that the
stored data is protected sufficiently and that access to the data is also limited and
protected.

4.2

Game clients in detail

The game clients constitute the interaction interface for the elderly user.

4.2.1

Installing the game client

A professional or technical/administrative person should install the game client with
any required peripherals and software. Initial setup, to define users who should
have access to the system, will be required.
Managing users in a specific game client can subsequently be done through the
professional portal and does not require a user to visit the location where the game
client is installed.

4.2.2

Game client authentication

Authentication includes authenticating the game client and users who log in. The
database will store information about approved game clients. If a client is not
authenticated, it cannot be used.
An authenticated game client can be updated and can be used to play games. The
Data server will have information stored, about which users are allowed to log in to
the specific clients.
These measures are suggested to avoid unauthorized installations and attempts to
use game client software to access player data.

4.2.3

Logging system

What the system will log must be specified in more detail. At least time spent on
each exergame, as well as the motoric level and cognitive level reached within that
exergame.
Detailed logging will be available as an option.
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Score system

There will be a maximum possible score for each of the motoric levels. Of special
interest is the scoring of the balance games as this scoring might on a later stage
serve to define progression to the next exercise program. A user in the frail user
group will for example get maximum 2.000 points, while a user in the “very active”
user group will get maximum 10.000 points. The scores shall be designed so that
they can be used as a hint for the professional user whether this user can move to a
higher level of the exercise program.

4.2.5

Menu system

This will be detailed further in detailed design.

4.2.6

Exergames

Camera and user joints calibration: The user will have to perform an initial test the
first time he/she plays the game. Stand, sit, and stretch out maximum with arms
and legs. The rationale is that the game can take measurements and save them for
future use. It is recommended that the instructor supervises while this is done. This
test can be taken later on, and shall always be taken before a user is placed in a
different user group.
Microphones will not be used.
Sound and Loudspeaker: to study the potential use:
From requirements we have: aural feedback
For the loudspeaker, and using sound in the exergame, this is possible.
However, it remains to be agreed on how this should be done. Where
should we potentially have voice, for what type of information, who will
record this in the various languages? This must be further investigated in
detailed design.
All exergames have four static levels of motoric difficulty:
1. Intro level motoric difficulty. Goal to learn the motoric movement and to
perform it correctly.
2. Basic motoric difficulty
3. High motoric difficulty
4. Maximum motoric difficulty. Goal: perform the motoric movement at
user’s maximum abilities.
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The C exercise type (see D2.1 for the classification of exercise types into A-D) can in
addition have cognitive challenges.
An initialisation file at the server will specify the motoric and cognitive level set for
each user (i.e. number of repetitions, or the time this exercise shall be done by the
user.)
We assume that all users at frail level will run a specific exergame the
same number of repetitions.
Each time the user starts the exergame he/she starts at the same initial
level set by the initialisation file (motoric and cognitive).
It is not decided whether some exergames in addition have dynamic sub-levels so
that the user can advance in during the play (for instance 6 dynamic sub-levels
within motoric level 1).
The exergames are played in a sequence defined by the system, and are
configurable by the professional portal.

4.2.6.1

Range of movement exergame

Exercise type A -Range of movement, has these exergame characteristics:
The goal is to perform the required range of movements as many times as
you can, as fast as you can, within a set time limit. Each user has a personal
goal (minimum number of repetitions)
All exercises are combined in one game23
Played either sitting or standing (the whole game)
motoric levels: comfortable, little stretch, moderate stretch and large
stretch, and the duration and number of repetitions also increase as level
increases.
Cognitive demand: No
Game ideas:
o

The game is seen from above, bird perspective, in some kind of
movement along a path

o

Knee extension - speed up

o

Standing leg lifts - brake

23

This means that there is no option of only being prescribed only 2 of the A exercises? E.g. “only
broom exercises (A3 and A4)”, or “all 4 A exercises, except A2”.
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Strength exergame

Exercise type B - Strength, has these exergame characteristics:
The goal is to perform as many as you can as slow as you can
All exercises are combined in one game
Played either sitting or standing (depending on the BBS score)
4 motoric levels: holding time, duration and number of repetitions increases
as the level increases.
Cognitive demand: No.
Game ideas:

4.2.6.3

o

The game is seen from a side perspective, in some kind of movement
along a path/corridor

o

Standing heel and toe raises - jump

o

½ squat holding on to a chair – bend under a hindrance

o

Hip extension – fly over a hindrance

o

Standing leg abduction – catch an object

Balance exergames (4 versions)

Exercise type Exercise type C - Balance, has these exergame characteristics:
The goal is to stretch out as far as you can, as slow as you can
4 different games, one for each exercise
Played either sitting or standing
4 motoric levels: “shift centre of gravity” (SCG), increases as level increases,
with including counterbalance with legs at 4. level
cognitive demand: Yes
Game ideas:
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The game is seen from front perspective, you see your avatar

The C exercise type can in addition have cognitive challenges. These could e.g. be:
Go-No-Go challenge, see section 5.7.5.
Various selection mechanisms, e.g. select only money/avoid dirt, odd/even
number and similar.
Motivational elements? They can be seen as a cognitive challenge, but this is
not decided yet, and must be investigated in detailed design.

4.2.6.4

Endurance / walking exergame

The outdoor walking game is to exercise type D – endurance exercises (see D.2.1 for
details). The game client for the outdoor walking game will be a Fitbit pedometer
that registers various activity data. Since the activities are not performed in front of
the Kinect, the games do not include any game world/virtual setting as such, and PC
and Kinect will only be used for feedback.
The user wears the pedometer throughout the day and this will record all daily
activities and outdoor activities, registering information about number of steps
taken, number of floors climbed and estimated distance travelled. When the elderly
gets near a GameUp client, or when charging the pedometer, the recorded activity
data will be automatically be transferred to the GameUp server.
When the user starts the exergame ecosystem, they will be able to see their
progress and rewards.
The game will be goal driven, where each user is encouraged to, as a minimum,
reach their goal of:
Number of steps per day/week.
Number of floors climbed per day/week (not decided yet. Not viable/safe for
all users?)
Distance travelled per day/week. (estimation; Not decided yet)
The Fitbit device will be able to provide feedback on the current status of each of
these parameters, using the built-in display, and one button to switch between
statuses for each parameter.
4 motoric levels: Difficulty is scaled by elevating/lowering the goals, e.g. elevating
the number of steps too.
Feedback ideas:
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Number of steps, personal goal, weekly goal:
o A starting line (left) and a finish line (right) is shown, and the player’s
avatar is moved towards the finish line, according to how much of
the goal is fulfilled
o Points, cheering messages will be shown at mile points, e.g. 50%
done
o Exceeding 100% completion will move the avatar beyond the goal
line, cheering will be heard and a medal/trophy will be awarded.
Number of steps/distance, yearly status
o Distance/number of steps accumulated over the year will be
calculated and progress can be shown in a similar fashion as for
weekly goals.
o If a certain milestone is reached, the user will be informed and given
a medal/trophy, e.g. “Step Master: Walked over 100.000 steps”,
“42km: You walked a marathon” or “The Great Wall: You walked the
distance of the great wall of china!”
Walking activity is an obvious social activity, and social groups in GameUp can have
walking goals. Possible challenges/goals could be: “Walk 50% further this week”.
This will make all group members effort equal, thus not favouring people who can
walk far and neglecting people in the group who cannot. Goal naming can be more
motivational and/or visual, e.g. for the above “further/better than ever!” and “Let’s
walk to <name of city/place>”.
Other possible social goal types could be to arrange a group trip to a location, take a
group photo and upload it.
The walking game can be played with or without a walking aid according to
recommendations presented in D.2.1.

4.3

Professional portal in detail

It is the instructor who enters a user into a user group based on the Berg Balance
Score [9] (frail, transition, active, very active) when registering the user into the
GameUp ecosystem.

4.3.1

Creating groups of users

Professional users should be able to create groups of users within the professional
portal and assign a social goal for the group, e.g. our famous “walk to Copenhagen”.
Professionals should also be able to assign/recommend users to join a specific
group.
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Administrative management portal

Aside from the professional portal, the GameUp ecosystem has an additional portal,
the Administrative Management Portal, as can be seen in Figure 6. This portal will
be used for providing technical support or updating the system (e.g. new interfaces
and database tables).

4.4

Plans for the next phase of GameUp

Due to limited resources some elements are not included in this version of
GameUp. They are still listed here as the architecture design is planed such that it
shall be easy to include them in a future version.

4.4.1

Support network portal

The GameUp architecture allows for an additional professional client; namely the
Support network portal.
The spouse, relatives or informal support network could track the elderly user’s
progress; to motivate, engage, and provide positive reinforcement.
The elderly user could also use this portal to investigate their own progress. It must
be further investigated if the elderly wants this.

4.4.2

System updates

Once deployed, the need may arise to update the GameUp system. This could be
bug fixing, improving or adding new contents, e.g. new interfaces, exercises or
supported languages. Instead of requiring elderly users to uninstall the GameUp
software, perform a full download24 and install the new software, the GameUp
system could benefit from having an update mechanism built into the system. If
implemented, such an update mechanism should:
Be as automatic as possible/require little to no user interaction
Only download changed/new material, in order to avoid larger downloads

4.4.2.1

Update Automation

Automation can be achieved, by letting the application perform a check for updates
upon launch, that is transparent to the user. The following three scenarios could
occur from this:

24 It is not unlikely that a full game client will take up hundreds of megabytes or several gigabytes.
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1. No new updates are available
a. Continue to the user interfaces/games
2. A small/minor update is available:
a. The game can be played without applying the update, so continue to
the user interfaces and games without doing anything
b. When the elderly user exits the system, download and apply the
update
3. A large/major update is available:
a. Changes are so big, that the game cannot be used, before the system
is updates.
b. Show a message/progress screen to the user and download and
apply the necessary updates before continuing

4.4.2.2

Minimizing downloads for new updates

The second recommendation can be supported, by dividing the games and content
into smaller portions instead of one large build. Separate folders and files could be
used for different contents, e.g. audio files, language files. Games and menus could,
where possible, be compiled as individual dll-files. By doing so, an update to certain
language files and one of the mini-games, will require only these changed files to be
downloaded, and not the whole GameUp system, see Figure 7. This could be a
difference in a small download, as opposed to a gigabyte sized download.
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Figure 7: Visualization of the update process.
Another benefit from dividing the build into smaller portions, is that is makes it
possible to differentiate between small/minor and large/major updates. For
instance, the games would still be playable if the update only consists of improving
the spelling in some language files, whereas a new data structure/communication
protocol between game client and server could render an old version of the game
client unplayable, since data cannot be submitted or will result in errors.
To succeed, it would be necessary to divide the system into parts, e.g. a division as
shown below:
A launcher that performs the update check on start-up.
Menus, from which other parts are initiated
Mini-games (compiled separately)
Other Resources (Audio-, language- and media files, other files)
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Overall Serious Exergame Design for GameUp

The purpose of games is normally to entertain, but already in 1970 the term Serious
Game was introduced by Clark Abt [29], according to Wikipedia (“serious game”).
According to the same Wikipedia article, a serious game is designed for a primary
purpose other than pure entertainment, for instance education, scientific
exploration or health care.
Wikipedia defines exergaming as video games that are also a form of exercise. Since
exercising is not purely entertaining, and exercising is good for your health,
exergames can be defined as a type of serious game for health with the purpose to
exercise and be physically active.
There are commercial exergames that are suitable also for elderly people, such as
some of the Wii fit and Wii sports games. We also see brain training games aimed at
elderly, for instance Lumosity25 has a range of such games. Dr. Kawashimas Brain
Training: “How Old Is Your Brain?”26 even combines physical activity and brain
training using Kinect to play.
The fact that a serious game has another purpose than plain entertainment does
not mean that is shouldn’t be entertaining. It is the entertainment / fun factor that
makes people play and replay these games and thus achieve the additional goal of
the serious game. In GameUp the additional goal is to perform the correct
exercises, but we must ensure that the games are so fun that the users will forget
that they are exercising – and that they want to come back for more.
This chapter will look into the motivational, entertainment and general game design
part of the GameUp exergames.

5.1

Design for exergames

There are several ways to approach the design of exergames. Since exergames also
are games we start with looking at principles for game design in general.
Schell [35] says that games consist of many elements, and that there are many ways
to break down and classify those, but he defines four basic elements:
1. Mechanics – defining the procedure and rules of the game, including the goal
2. Story – What the game is about
3. Aesthetics – The look, sound and feel of the game

25 http://www.lumosity.com/landing_pages/188?gclid=CMC2kM21x7UCFcJZ3god5gMAxg
26 http://www.nintendo.com.au/gamesites/braintraining/
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4. Technology – Which material and interactions are used in the game and what
do they enable the players to do
A game shall also give the players an experience. Flow describes the state when
people are so immersed in what they do that they forget all else, it is a very
important motivational element and is already discussed in the requirements in
section 2.1.5.
Väätänen and Leikas [30] developed an outdoor exergame, and made some
considerations regarding the design of exergames. They for instance found that it is
important to study the cultures and needs of the user groups. They also found that
there was a difference between their male and female users (age 40-54); the men
wanted to know about their sports performance while for the women the social
interaction was more important. They also define some important usability issues;
user interface and interaction
context of use
reliability
game content
In addition they point out four principles to consider when developing exergames:
The game should;
1. be easy to use and include intuitive interaction methods
2. support exercising by offering motivating and joyful ways for exercising and
sports
3. include playful contents
4. offer statistics about physical improvements when desired
Silvergame [35] is an AAL project developing a serious games portal for elderly,
including exegames. The project has some additional design issues for exergames
for elderly:
Interaction mechanisms should allow for navigation while sitting or standing
Extensive or sudden movements should be avoided
Elderly players should be given the possibility of individually adjusting the
level of difficulty, game speed and the sensitivity of the input device
Due to the target audience’s lack of previous gaming experience, games
should focus on simple interaction mechanisms and provide the player with
constructive criticism to avoid frustration and foster an enjoyable player
experience
Also, some partners in GameUp participate in the AAL project Join-In, and have
found some additional design requirements (including trials with commercial Wii
games):
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There should not be too much clicking or too many actions before the game
can start
The music must not be stressful
There should be positive or encouraging feedback
The speed must be adjustable, and the player should be allowed to play at
their own pace
There should be a “pause button”
A game for elderly should take different age related constraints into
consideration
Exergames for elderly should be safe to use
In the rest of this chapter we will look at some of those elements and relate them to
the GameUp project.

5.2

Game mechanics

The game mechanics is one of the four basic elements making up a game. Shell [35]
says that the mechanics largely fall into six categories:
Space
Objects, attributes and states
Actions
Rules
Skills
Chance
There are no guidelines that outline which mechanics should be implemented for
the exergame genre or to cater for the elderly user group, but we will discuss the
categories briefly. The game mechanics for GameUp will be detailed later when the
games story/stories are defined.

5.2.1

Space

Each game takes place in some kind of space or world, and the space game
mechanic is a mathematical construct [35].
In exergames the most commonly used space is sports arenas and parks. Since the
plan is that GameUp shall develop be some kind of sports games, the space will
most likely make up a sports arena or a gym, but this will be described in the
detailed design.
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In GameUp each user will play the game, using a personalised avatar. We hence use
self-avatar representation to increase the user’s immersion into the game space
[32].

5.2.2

Objects, Attributes and States

Objects make up all the things that can be seen or manipulated in a game, such as
characters, tokens, items and scoreboards. The objects normally have one or more
attributes (for instance the current position in the game space). Each attribute has a
state. If an attribute of an object is the speed, then the state defines the current
speed. Schell [35] likens objects to the nouns of games and the attribute and their
states to the adjectives. In traditional exergames the objects typically are the
bowling ball of the bowling game. For the GameUp exergames the objects if there
are any, will be detailed further in the detailed design.

5.2.3

Actions

The actions in a game describe what the players can do, and Schell likens actions to
the verbs of a game. We know that GameUp will contain actions that require
specific movements, but the game actions will still have to be defined (for instance
lifting the arms can make you throw a ball into a basket or place a suitcase on a
train shelf).

5.2.4

Rules

Schell [35] defines the game rules as the most fundamental game mechanic since
“they define the space, the objects, the actions, the consequences of the actions,
the constraints on the actions, and the goals”. There are many different types of
rules, for instance operational rules (what the players do to play), foundational rules
(the underlying formal structure), behavioural rules (Schell [35] likens those to good
sportsmanship), etc. A total of 9 different rules are defined in [35], but the “Object
of the Game” is defined as “the most important rule” since games are about
reaching goals. Schell [35] goes on to say that some important qualities of game
goals are that they should be concrete, they must be achievable and it should be
rewarding to achieve a goal.
In GameUp the rules will be connected to movements and achieving the physical
exercise goals, but game rules and game goals will also be defined that match
achieving the exercise goals.
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Skills

Certain skills are required to play games. Skills can normally be divided into three
main categories according to Schell [35], namely physical, mental and social skills.
In GameUp the focus is on the physical skills of the players.

5.2.6

Chance

Chance is one of the mechanics that can contribute to how fun a game is, since it
introduces a certain level of uncertainty and surprises. It is still uncertain if chance
will be used in GameUp.

5.3

Game Story

Games do not have to have a story, but many games do, and many exergames at
least take place in some environment that gives a kind of story. Sports games are
for instance not abstract, but can be seen as stories about sport tournaments or
competitions.
In GameUp, we will use a realistic environment27 and a sports oriented theme with a
real world location, for example movement along a path or a walk around Paris city.

5.4

Game Aesthetics

The aesthetics of a game is its look, sound and feel. The aesthetics of GameUp is not
defined yet, but will be influenced both by the story and the main target group. For
instance the contrasts must be good, and it is important not to have information
overload. Possible music will not be stressful or loud. Also the atmosphere will be
friendly and not sinister.

5.5

Game Technology

The game technology is defined as which material and interactions are used in the
game and what they enable the players to do. The possible game technologies for
GameUp are described both in D2.1 and in chapter 3 in this document.

27

By this we mean no sci-fi or unrealistic/unearthly settings/objects, but at the same time it must
not look like real life.
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Game User Interface

The players play the games through an interface. According to Schell, the role of the
interface is to make the players in control of their experience; it is through the
interface that users meet the game.
The interface provides the players with a means of giving input to the game and to
receive information and feedback; the interface has to do with how the game asks
for information (for instance menus) and how feedback is given.

5.6.1

Interface considerations for elderly

In the AAL project Join-In we found some interface considerations for elderly users
both by following some seniors playing commercial Wii games and by literature
studies. We found that
It should be easy to use and include intuitive interaction methods
A game for elderly should take different age related constraints into
consideration, such as reduced hearing and eye-sight, need for longer time
to perform tasks, reduced motor skills, etc.
There should not be too much clicking or too many actions before the game
can start
The music is too stressful in many commercial games aimed at a younger
audience
Positive feedback should be given
Exercises should be tailored to the users’ needs
The speed should be adjustable
It should be possible to pause the game
It should be easy to see who is who by the avatars representing the players
A game for elderly should be safe to use, both avoiding falls and sudden
movements
GameUp needs to design a game client menu which is suitable for an elderly
audience, and operable by gestures. The text in the menu system needs to be in a
large font size so it is accessible to visually impaired users. The menu items should
also be so far apart that the risk of an accidental wrong choice is minimized. When
an option is hovered over, an audio cue such as a beep, or button text read aloud,
could be used to alert the user that an option is selectable.
For the GameUp exergames the menu system will be detailed further in the detailed
design.
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Also other input, mainly performing game actions (the exercising) must be clearly
defined and easy to perform, and ample feedback must be given (for instance to see
your avatar perform movements while you move).

5.6.2

Feedback

Schell [35] says that feedback is the information that is fed back to the player from
the game. The feedback is vital for the next actions of the player and how the play is
enjoyed. Good feedback is maybe even more important for our target group than
for younger people who are more used to playing video games. The feedback
should both tell the player that actions they have performed are registered and the
result of actions (menu choice, game actions, etc.). If the player fails, or does not
perform any actions, the feedback should maybe give some instructions. And the
feedback could also be encouraging: “yes well done!” “try a bit harder, you know
you can do even better!” etc.
Schell has something he calls “The lens of Feedback” including these questions:
What do the players need to know at the moment?
What do the players want to know at the moment?
What do you want the players to feel at the moment?
What do the players want to feel at the moment?
In GameUp it is important that sufficient instructions are given throughout the
game, since many in the user groups are not familiar with games, and also because
the short term memory often deteriorates with age. Also encouragements should
be given, for instance by a non-playing character (NPC) in the form of a trainer or
cheering audience.
In addition the users will get feedback on how they perform via scoreboards. Type
of scores and their presentation will be defined in the detailed design. Most likely
the scores will also be connected to long term goals.

5.7

Game Goals and Challenges

In gameplay the players normally have to resolve some challenges to reach the
game goals. Challenges can vary, and [31] has classified challenges into different
types. We are going to look at the following, and see how GameUp relates to them.
In addition we will look at the Go-No-Go challenge.
Activity challenge
Reaction Speed
Accuracy and Precision
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Memory

5.7.1

Activity challenge

All exergames have activity challenges, as the goal of the game is to perform a
physical activity, which is merged into a game activity.
In GameUp the main activities are performing certain game tasks by exercising. All
exergames will have activity challenges, which are detailed further in D2.1.

5.7.2

Reaction speed and Rhythm

In many games speed matters, the faster you perform, the better. It is also
commonly used in most exergames.
This will not be the case in GameUp, since one important requirement is that our
target group should be allowed to use the time they need. Reaction speed might
however be used in some tasks, for instance “do as many as you can within a time
frame”, but this is yet to be decided, and this will be detailed further in the detailed
design.
Rhythm is to give input at a specific time. In GameUp rhythm will not be used,
because to give input at specific time is too stressfully for the elderly user group.

5.7.3

Accuracy and Precision

In GameUp it is important that the exercises are performed correctly, both to have
the wanted effect and to avoid damage, and with Kinect it is possible to define the
wanted movements and postures relatively accurate. On the other hand there are
many who cannot for instance lift both arms straight up, so the exercises will have
to be personalized for each player before they can start for real. This will also
include a definition of the accuracy and precision.
For the GameUp exergames the accuracy and precision will be detailed further in
the detailed design.

5.7.4

Memory

Many games involve some kind of memory, for instance to remember where hidden
items are or the image of a turned card. For many elderly players, it can be hard
enough to remember instructions given earlier in the game.
For the GameUp exergames , it is not decided whether to use memory aspects or
not in the detailed design. Probably it will not be used as short term memory may
be a problem for the elderly user group.
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Go-No-Go challenge

This type of challenge combines speed and simple puzzles, and is of special interest
in exergames for elderly at risk of falling.
This challenge is based on the cognitive Sustained Attention to Response Task
(SART) test [33], which uses a Go-No-Go signal detection task that is developed to
measure lapses of sustained conscious attention. A typical SART test presents single
digits approximately once a second for about two minutes. Players are told to press
a button after each number is displayed, except if that number is 3 (a distractor).
This number only occurs on around 11% of presentations, and the user must
concentrate to avoid responding to the distractor.
A study [34] suggests the SART test may provide a novel and valuable biomarker for
falls in older adults. Some basic measurements can include:
Number of correct responses
Number of incorrect responses
Mean Response time
On the Microsoft Kinect system this can be implemented like this: the user must
respond with a gesture (e.g. raise right hand) when a certain figure is present (Go
response), and respond differently (e.g. raise left hand) when this figure is not
present (No-Go response).
For the GameUp exergames the Go-No-Go challenge will be used one place and will
be detailed further in the detailed design28.

5.8

Game Balancing

Schell says that the balancing of a game often is considered the most artful part of a
game design. Balancing is about adjusting the elements of a game until you get the
experience that you want. Schell [35] defines 12 “most common types of game
balance”, and the most relevant for GameUp will be mentioned here.

5.8.1

Challenge vs. Success

A good game is challenging, a bit difficult to solve, but not impossible, and it is
important that the player succeeds in the end. For GameUp we also want the users
to come back and play more. Many will experience that the games get too easy over
time and they get bored. In GameUp is this solved by that all exergames have 4

28

Response time not comparable with test results from the standard test setup: Pressing a button is
much faster than raising you hand (also more pronounced in our group), so that adds to the reaction
time.
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static levels of difficulty and it is the professional user that sets the difficulty level of
each elderly user.

5.8.2

Skill vs. Chance

Most of GameUp is based on physical skills, but to make a game fun, there can be
some chance elements. If and then how this should be solved in GameUp is yet to
be decided.

5.8.3

Heads vs Hands

How much of the game should involve a physical activity and how much should
involve thinking? For exergames this is relatively easy; GameUp will mostly involve
physical activities, but learning how to play will involve the use of the head. Also
GameUp will most likely include some cognitive challenges, but this will be
described in the detailed design.

5.8.4

Competition vs. Cooperation

Often when asked, elderly people often say that they prefer to cooperate instead of
compete, but in observations we have also seen that elderly playing commercial Wii
or Kinect compare points and compete. In the AAL project Join-In we asked some
elderly ladies who had been playing Wii whether they preferred to compete or
cooperate, and they said “both”! They formed groups that competed towards each
other.
In GameUp there is a social element. The main idea is that the players shall
motivate each other to exercise more, and we think that both competition and
cooperation can be used, but the final design will give more details as to how this is
done.

5.8.5

Short vs. Long

In GameUp the games must be long enough to give efficient training, but not so
long that the users drop the training because it takes too long. It is also important
that it does not get too strenuous.

5.8.6

Rewards

A game must also balance how to give out rewards and what type of rewards to
use. Some possible types of rewards are:
Praise
Points
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A Gateway (new parts of the game)
Spectacle (music, animation etc.)
Expression (decoration)
The detailed design will define the actual rewards used in GameUp, but for instance
praise can be given in the form of cheers and positive feedback after having finished
a set of exercises and points can be given for the exercises / game tasks that have
been performed.
GameUp will most likely not use a gateway to new parts of the game, but when the
players do well over time, they can be offered to advance to new levels. Also after
having succeeded in achieving long term goals some kind of expression, like fanfares
or fireworks can be displayed. This should be combined with points or other
rewards.
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